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Abstract: This paper presents an ultra-wideband bandpass filter (UWB-BPF) with a notch band and
a wide upper stopband. Two pairs of half-wavelength high-impedance line resonators tightly and
strongly coupled to the input/output lines are used to provide the wideband responses. The first
UWB responses of 3.4–5.0 GHz and the second UWB of 6.0–10.0 GHz are designed independently
first and then combined together for the application of a direct-sequence ultra-wideband bandpass
(DS-UWB) system. Without using any extra bandstop structure, a notch band at 5.2 GHz can be
obtained. The fabricated UWB-BPF with a compact circuit size exhibits good passband performances
including insertion losses of 1 ± 0.3 and 2 ± 0.4 dB for first and second passbands, respectively, a high
isolation at 5.2 GHz with an attenuation level of 22.7 dB, and wide upper stopband responses from
11 GHz to 19 GHz, simultaneously. The measured results also exhibit good agreement with the
simulated results.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, multi-functional mobile wireless communication systems have been developed
rapidly. For example, since February 2002, the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
established the ultra-wideband (UWB) range from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz, used for imaging systems, vehicular
radar systems, communication and measurement systems, etc. [1]. Due to advantages of low power
consumption and high data transmission rate, UWB applications attract great attention. The bandpass
filters (BPFs) are crucial devices in the communication system. Recently, both academia and industry
have conducted many significant research activities exploring various UWB components and devices
applied to a direct-sequence ultra-wideband (DS-UWB) system from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz with a notch band
at 5.7 GHz [2,3].

In the past, several UWB-BPF design methods have been proposed [4–16]. In [4], the stepped-
impedance resonator (SIR) was used to effectively obtain the wideband performance by controlling the
spurious frequencies. However, the structure of the SIR suffered from design complexity, especially
in the analysis of resonant frequencies. In [5], the multiple-mode resonator (MMR) was used for a
UWB filter with good in-band and out-of-band performances, but revealed a large circuit size and
insertion loss. In [6], the asymmetric stepped-impedance resonator (ASIR) was first presented to
achieve the UWB performance with a wide stopband and high selectivity. However, the design of
ASIRs still suffered from design complexity. In [7,8], the defect ground structure (DGS) was used in
the UWB design; however, the DGS would usually destroy the signal integrality. In [9–11], wideband
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BPFs with notched bands were designed using different open/shorted stub-loaded resonators. In [12],
a wideband bandpass filter was proposed by means of split circular rings and rectangular stubs.
However, the bandwidth was not large enough and the notched band was not provided. In [13],
a wideband bandpass filter was reported using a multi-layer structure; however, the design procedure
and the device structure were complex. In [14], a wideband BPF was directly designed by using
composite series and shunt resonators. In [15,16], a wideband BPF was realized using multiple-mode
split-ring resonators in a waveguide cavity. However, it is still a challenge to design a UWB-BPF
without using a complex design process and structure to achieve a notch band, good band isolation
and wide stopband response, simultaneously.

In this paper, we developed a simple technique and structure to achieve a compact and high-
performance UWB filter by using two half-wavelength high-impedance line resonators. The bandwidth
is decided by estimating the image impedance Zi of a one-stage coupled line. A notch band at 5.2 GHz
can be provided, without using any extra bandstop structure, to avoid interference with the signals of
the wireless local area network (WLAN) system. Moreover, with two open stubs, the designed filter
achieved the characteristics of a wide stopband and a high band-edge attenuation rate, simultaneously.
The designed BPF was fabricated and measured to verify the design concept.

2. Design Procedure

Figure 1 is the structure of the proposed UWB-BPF filter. This filter is mainly formed by using
two pairs of half-wavelength high-impedance line resonators and the input/output lines. Two arms of
the half-wavelength high-impedance line resonators are tightly parallel, coupled to the input/output
lines, formed as the coupled lines, to obtain a strong coupling for creating a wideband response.
The resonator at the right side is designed for the first UWB responses of 3.4–5.0 GHz and the resonator
at the left side is designed for the second UWB of 6.1–10.0 GHz. In this study, the proposed UWB-BPF
is implemented on the 0.787 mm-thick Duroid 5880 substrate having a dielectric constant εr of 2.2,
and a loss tangent of 0.0009. The full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulation tool (IE3D) is used in the
design [17]. The design procedure is illustrated in detail as the following.
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Figure 1. Structure of the proposed bandpass filter. (W = 0.2 mm, G1 = G2 = 0.2 mm, L1 = 16.4 mm,
L2 = 29.2 mm, Lc1 = 6.9 mm, Lc2 = 13.7 mm, Ls1 = 4.9 mm, and Ls2 = 4.4 mm).

2.1. Step 1: Determining Centered Frequency of the Passband

Firstly, the centered frequencies of the two passbands should be determined in accordance with the
application of direct-sequence ultra-wideband bandpass (DS-UWB). The resonator is simply constructed
by using a half guided-wavelength (λg/2) high-impedance line, where λg is the guided-wavelength
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at the specific frequency. The line with high impedance, 158 ohms in this case, is needed to have a
strong coupling with a suitable gap to the input/output ports. To simplify the design, the impedance
as well as the width of two resonators is the same. Figure 2 displays the resonant frequencies of the
half-wavelength high-impedance line with different physical lengths. In the design, the required center
frequencies of the first and second passbands are around 4.2 and 7.8 GHz, respectively. It is found that
the resonator with a physical length of 29.2 mm excites a resonant peak at 4 GHz, responsible for the
first passband at 3.4–5.0 GHz, and the resonator with the physical length of 14.8 mm excites a resonant
peak at 8 GHz, responsible for the second passband at 6.0–10.0 GHz. Thus, L1 of 14.8 mm and L2 of
29.2 mm are firstly chosen for the first and second resonators, respectively.
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Figure 2. The resonant frequency of the half-wavelength high-impedance line with different physical lengths.

2.2. Step 2: Forming the Wideband Response

In general, the gap between the resonators and the input/output lines shall be as close as possible
to obtain a wideband response. The resonators with high-impedance lines can avoid the gap smaller
than the fabrication limit of the circuit board engraving machine. In previous research [18], the image
impedance method was used to design a wideband bandpass filter, and the bandwidth of the passbands
could be controlled by choosing different gaps of the coupled lines. The image impedance Zi is used to
estimate the bandwidth of the coupled line and is expressed as [18]:

Zi =

√
(Z0e −Z0o)

2 csc2 θ1 − (Z0e + Z0o)
2 cot2 θ1 (1)

where Z0e and Z0o are the even and odd mode characteristic impedances, respectively, and θ1 is the
electrical length of the coupled line. Moreover, by using the conformal mapping method, the Z0e and
Z0o can be calculated as functions of the line width and coupling gap of the parallel coupled microstrip
line [19]. Namely, as the dielectric constant (εr) and thickness (h) of the used substrate are identified,
the Z0e and Z0o can be plotted as the design graphs versus different strip width (W/h) and coupling
gaps (G/h), as discussed and shown in Figure 2 [18]. Therefore, the required bandwidth of the coupled
line can be calculated by selecting the image impedance Zi, and then the Z0e and Z0o can be selected to
achieve the desired image impedance Zi. In this study, without using the design curve, a transmission
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line calculator of the full-wave EM simulator of Zeland IE3D software can be used to extract the Z0e
and Z0o of the coupled line to match the dimension values [20].

Figure 3 shows the band responses with different coupling gaps (G1 and G2) between the resonators
and the input/output lines. It is noted that the harmonics mode at 7.8 GHz of the first resonator,
as shown in Figure 2, would also be combined with the resonant mode of the second resonator to form
the second UWB passband response. Thus, the physical length of the second resonator shall be slightly
tuned to satisfy the requirement of the second UWB passband response. After optimized simulation,
the physical length L1 is selected as 16.4 mm for the second passband at 6.0–10.0 GHz. The gaps G1

and G2 of 0.2 mm can achieve the desired bandwidths for the first and second passbands and are larger
than the minimum operating range of the circuit board engraving machine.
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2.3. Step 3: Combining Two UWB Responses

In this step, the two UWB responses are combined to form the desired band requirements for the
DS-UWB performance. Figure 4 shows (a) first passband and (b) second passband responses simulated
by tuning the coupling gap of (a) G1 (b) G2, respectively. It is clearly observed that after combination,
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two UWB responses are not affected and are the same as those in Figure 3. Varying the coupling gap of
G1 and G2 only slightly affects the second and first UWB response, respectively. Thus, the coupling
gaps G1 and G2 are obtained as 0.2 mm for the proposed filter design. Moreover, a notch band, namely,
a stopband at 5.2 GHz can be obtained naturally without using any extra bandstop structure, since the
two wide passbands are individually formed and controlled. Namely, the frequency and attenuation of
this stopband can be determined easily by controlling the upper band edge of the first wide band and
the lower band edge of the second wide band in this design. Due to this notch band, the interference
with the signals of the WLAN system can be avoided.
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gap of (a) G1 and (b) G2, respectively (W = 0.2 mm, L1 = 16.4 mm, L2 = 29.2 mm, Lc1 = 6.9 mm,
Lc2 = 13.7 mm, Ls1 = 4.9 mm, and Ls2 = 4.4 mm).

2.4. Step 4: Forming the Transmission Zeros

As shown in Figure 4, the higher band of the designed UWB filter is poor and shall be improved.
In order to extend the stopband region, two uniform open stubs are simply added to suppress
the undesired spurious responses. It is known that the symmetrical plane of the half-wavelength
high-impedance line shows a virtual ground characteristic [14]. Therefore, a wide stopband region
could be achieved by tapping open stub loads at the symmetrical plane of the two half-wavelength
high-impedance lines to form the transmission zeros. With the adoption of two tapped open stubs,
the attenuation poles are located near the passband and the two passband performances are not
affected, as shown in Figure 5. These two tapped open stubs with Ls1 = 4.9 mm and Ls2 = 4.4 mm are
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regarded as the quarter-guided wavelength resonators at 10.85 GHz and 12.42 GHz to suppress the
undesired spurious responses, respectively.
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Current distributions are used to confirm the resonant conditions of this UWB filter [1]. Figure 6a
shows the simulated current distributions at the center frequencies of two passband responses,
namely at 4 and 8 GHz. As discussed in Step 2, the strong coupling effect of the half-wavelength
high-impedance line with narrow coupling gap (G1 and G2) is used to excite the two ultra-wideband
responses. Therefore, most current energy is absorbed by these resonators, thus creating a two-coupling
path to excite two passband responses. Figure 6b shows the simulated current distributions of the filter
at the frequencies of the transmission zeros. As discussed in Step 4, when the tapped open stubs are
regarded as the quarter-wavelength resonator, the transmission zeros are also created. Obviously, two
tapped open stubs absorb, relatively, a lot the current energy, and the energy of the two half-wavelength
high-impedance lines is not enough to excite a response, even with narrow coupling gaps (G1 and G2),
thus forming transmission zeros at 10.85 GHz and 12.42 GHz.
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3. Experimental Results

The designed UWB-BPF was fabricated by using an engraving machine, which can achieve
the smallest line width and line gap of 0.15 mm. The fabricated filter is measured by the HP8510C
Network Analyzer after the standard short/open/load/through calibration. Figure 7 is the simulated and
measured frequency responses of the fabricated UWB-BPF, with a picture of the fabricated filter inserted.
The proposed UWB-BPF has a whole size of 32.3 × 13 mm2, namely, around 0.70 λg × 0.28 λg, where λg
is the guided-wavelength at 5 GHz. For the first passband, a low insertion loss of 1 ± 0.3 dB and a
fractional bandwidth (FBW) of about 42% are obtained. For the second passband, a low insertion loss
of 2 ± 0.4 dB and a fractional bandwidth of about 58% are obtained. The transmission zeros appear at
10.85 GHz and 12.42 GHz to form a wide stopband region from 11 GHz to 19 GHz, with a rejection level
larger than 12 dB. Also, due to the appearance of the transmission zero around 10.85 GHz, the upper
band edge shows a high attenuation rate of 60 dB/GHz. Moreover, due to individual excitation of the
two wide passbands, a notch band at 5.2 GHz is obtained, thus achieving a high passband isolation
with an isolation level of 22.7 dB without using extra bandstop structure and avoiding the interference
with the signals of the WLAN system. The measured results are slightly different than the simulated
results in the higher band, resulting from the material variation of the substrate.
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Measuring the deviation in the group delays across the two passbands of the proposed filter is
necessary to quantify the level of distortion introduced by the designed filter [5]. Figure 8 shows the
group delay of the measured results in the (a) first passband and (b) second passband. The group delays
for two passbands are similar and exhibit a small varying range from 0.15 to 0.75 ns. The measured
results actually verify the possibility of the proposed design procedure.
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Table 1 shows the comparison of the designed filter with some published wideband BPFs. It is
clear that the proposed design offers several advantages such as the appearance of the notched band
and the wide stopband as well as the higher attenuation rate near the upper band edge compared
to the previous reported work. Moreover, the proposed design has a very simple structure without
requiring any defected ground area. Thus, the proposed UWB-BPF shows a good potential for the
application of DS-UWB system.

Table 1. Comparison of filter performances of the proposed filter with the previous published works.

Ref. [8] Ref. [9] Ref. [10] Ref. [11] Ref. [12] Ref. [13] This Work

Center frequency (GHz) 5 1.1 4 3 2.3 5 5
|S11| (dB) 12 13 14 11.7 >13 15 10
|S21| (dB) 1.2 0.2 1.4 2.1 0.35 2 2

3-dB FBW (%) 100 110 45 107 80 100 100
Circuit Size (λg × λg) Unknown 0.15 × 0.12 0.30 × 0.10 0.89 × 0.46 0.53 × 0.43 0.74 × 0.42 0.70 × 0.28

Number of notched band 1 0 0 2 0 1 1
Wide stopband No Yes No No No Yes Yes

Defected ground Yes No No Yes No Yes No
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a UWB-BPF with a low insertion loss, high band isolation and a wide upper stopband
was reported. A simple method and structure were presented to realize the proposed UWB filter by
using two half-wavelength high-impedance line resonators. The two UWB performances in the 3.4–5.0
and 6.1–10.0 GHz ranges are controlled individually and thus a notch band at 5.2 GHz is achieved
to avoid signal interference with the WLAN signals. With the adoption of two tapped open stubs,
the attenuation poles are located near the passband to suppress undesired spurious responses, causing
a wide upper stopband. The measured results agree with the simulated results, and actually verify the
design concept.
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